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Abstract: We proposed the Formed Agreement Cost-Allocation Model (F.AC.A.Xor the projea

composed several sections. This proposed allocation model has a special function that can

accommodate the participant's opinion at the project. In this Paper, we analysis the elemental

factor and try to Game theoretic analysis to understand the quality of the solution on this

proposed cost-allocation model. And to illustrate the properry of this model, We picked up the

case study ,the access to the Hibiki New Port in Kitalryushu City ,that is expected as an

intemational'leading port by the Ministry of Transport. And we want to construct the

Iniastructure by use of this model on the point of P.F.I.@ublic Finance Infrastruchre).

I.INTRODUCTION

Recently, from the financial readjustment, both the Central Government and Local Government

reexamine the allocation system of lnfrastructure. P.F.I. is one of the most expected systems that

can change the present infrastructure construction system as follows.l) This system based on the

efficiency and profitability for the financial aspect. And 2) It based on the Public Private

Partnership System. Now in Japan, when the Local Govemment wants to construct the bridge as

a infiastructurg usually Local Government receive the half of the cost Aom the Mnistry of
Construction. In this systenl we do not have any assessment system estimated the profit caused

the infrastructure, and also, we do not have any allocation system including the using of the

private's vitality. The lack of the P.F.I. system in Japan causes the infrastructure proceeding to

difiicult. Many of the businessmen want to make an allocation system recopized by the society

that is "equity'' and "fail'. So, we proposed the new allocation system named "The Formed

Agreement Cost Allocation Model"(F.AC.A) for to solve the diffrcult problem "How to

allocate the projea cost that is organized by several sections." This proposed allocation model

has a special function, that can accommodate the participation's opinion. It is perfealy peculiar

functio4 until now we can not find such a function in common allocation system for example

'?.emaining Saving Method". The next section deal with the outline of proposed allocation

model, and can understand the characteristics of the solution of this model by use of simple

model. The third section devote to the utility of this model picked up the Second Wakato

Bridge Project located in Kitalgrushu city in the Kyushu Island in Japarl and orguve a

evaluating committee and calculate the weight of factor and vector at the A.H.P. method, and

try to calculate the distribution in each sections. The penultimate section is devoted to the

Game-theoretic analysis on the utility of this model and can illustrate the stability of distribution

on this allocation model. At fust we pick up the non-cooperate game and analysis the process of
the formed agreement system. Next we pick up the cooperate game and compare the solution

gained by the other allocation model for example Shaplay value and the Nucleus defined at the

Game-theory on the point of Nash's equilibrium or not, and trace the process of the equilibrium

point. And the final one is summary of this sn:dy.
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2. THE CEARA,CTERISTICS OT TEE SOLUTION BASED ON TEE FOR}IED AGRJENIENT

COSTALLOCATION }IODEL

2.1 The outline of the formed Agreement Cost Allocation Model
This allocation model based on to the each section's possible investment cost that can calculate

the minimum of the substitute construction cost and the appropriate construction cost. And the

Formed Agreement Cost Allocation Model has a characteristic function that can accommodate

the evaluated committee's estimation to the possible investment cost. Up to datg the customary

allocation model based on only the economic index but this proposed allocation model can

measure the section's factor in each sectiorl for example the emergency, the necessity, and the

utility and so on. Those factor can calculate by AH.P. method. Praaically, we can calculate the

solution of this model as follows. And the outline of proposed allocation model are shown in

Figure l.
Step L At fust we calculate the,4i ,it is the alternative construction cost in each section that

participate the project. The suffix i means the number of section.

Step II . Calculate the appropriate investment costBi ,it is in the estimation of the benefit and the

profit caused by the rise of the land-value or benefit caused by tle increase of the traffic charge.

Lach benefit rlduced by the interest x 6Yo, * in this section we exchange the appropriate

investment cost to the current value.

Step III . Calculate the possible investment cost .Ei u minlA,,B,) , the,l, means the

altemative construction cost and the-8, means the appropriate investment cost.

StepiV. Calculate the, that is the ratio of the share weight ,and we call il the share weight

vector. Theris a total index determined on account of the emergency and the importance and

the economics aspects at the evaluated committee. We use the AH.P. method when we measure

the weight of the factor at the evaluated committee.

Step V. Calculate the 4 1= F * f i ) ,tbat means the share of the individual section evaluated by

the committee. In this case, F means the total cost.

StepM. Calculate the remaining savings as c, = 6*{6', -4,0}
StepVII .Calculate the ratio of the remaining savings **=oA,,n",.ln this formula

2 =2,,nE, - F
StepVI[. Calculate the conmon cost /, = ( E , - F, 1* H] . It means that I, can calculate E, - .(
(remaining savings) deliver to the rl (the ratio ofthe remaining saving).

Stepff. x, (the allocation cost) can calculate as follows E, - F,.ln this formula.E, means the

possible investment cost, and ri means common cost.

StepX. r, (the pure benefit) can calculate as follows. Kt = E; - X,

2.2Thecharacteristics of the formed Agreement cost Allocation Model

At the F.AC.A(Formed Agreement Cost Allocation Model), The solves can calculate as follows.

,, =l(,-#). 
z,+f;*r, Qr 8,2F,) (1)

I r, ef E,2 F,)

Above the formula i means the sectioq Ir me'ans the number of sectiorq E, means the possible

investment cost, and 4 means the share cost measured by the committee.

6 = 2,., .*{r,, - 4 ,0} , D = Z,.x E, - F . o/o (the ratio ofthe remaining saving)

The solution is defined at the point between.E, and 4 distributed by the /O. So, tne
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Figure 1. The Flowchart of the Formed Agreement Cost Allocation Model

l.The Shear Weight

(From the AHP analysis)

.( . Thc Shcu Wcight

(Thc Total Cost., )

fl . The determination of RC
H=D/ZG,

r,. The Common Cost

H.(E,_F,)

J, . The Cost Allocation
(E, - I,)

r,. The Benefit (8, -./,)
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allocation co$ cirn calculate as formula (t). To understand the difference ofthe characteristic of

the solution on the F.AC.A We set the tkee-persons cooperative game as Table 1.

Casel. AII of the player's share-weights are within the individual rationality.

case2. one player's share-weight is over than the individual rationality.

case3. Two player,s share-weight are out ofthe individual rationality.

Table L The Formula of the solution on the F' A' C' A' model

xl x2 x3

Case 1

(x,)
4 F2 F,

Case 2

(x:)
i-o/o), r,*o/o* r, i-yo)- r,*D/c* r, E1

Case 3

(Xt)
F -Er- 4 F Er

The characteristics of the solution are shown in Figure 2 .and we can understand as follows' At

the casel the solution points at share weight.(case l.I', 3 F,,Y i e Ir ) At the case2, the solution

slides to the line of the individual rationality, after then the solution is defined at the point

between.E, and 4 distribut edby the/O(case 2). At the case3 the solution points the intersection

ofthe individual rationality. (case 3)

x3

Figure 2. "fhe Characteristics of the solution
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2.3 The Gametheoretic Analysis of the distribution
If there is a much difference between {(the shareweight) and r,.(the possible investrnent

cost), and the evaluated committee do not want to sift the solution FrtoE,.At the casg if we

want to give a priority to the share weight, we can get the disribution on the condition as

follows. * nrst, change the definition of the individual rationality to vt(i)=mGlFt,Et\ ud
the group rdionality to r(s)=a[r'(r+y'(i+1)] .ameans the merit index that can get when

formed the cooperation. We proposed the tkee distribution methods as follows and compare the

each solution.
(A) l\[C.RS. method (Minimum CostRemainingSavingmethod) ..-
At'firrt, we define the minimum cost x,.r,to mir{E,,F,l , and the difference between total

cost y(lv) and the zum of the minimum coStf,,.nrx,-r, define the remaining saving@C) At this

method, we distribute the (RC) in proportion to the difference the x,-*andr,*,to each

participants as follows.
Xt = xt.u+ Fi* (RC)

InthisformulaF,=(r,*-r,.,,)/2,"r(r,*-r,.,.),RC=Y(N)-ZkNxtahtxtrc=m*F,,E,l ,

",nn = ^in@,,E,\
@) The Solution based on the Nucleus
inihi, 

""r.,at 
first we change the definition of individual rationality to v'(i)=.tt(4,f,) and

to v(s) = a[v'(i) +y'(i+I1J, and can calculate the min max value as follows.

Xr = minma:b,.,X, -r'("))
ra€,{ S

Practically, we can get the solution by solve the LP(Linear Programming) as follows.

min p, subject to x,3v'1,1 * lt,Zrc,xt 3v'(s)+ p, !,.vx, = v(lr')

Each condition means the individual rationality, group rationality, and total rationality.

(c) The Solution based on the Nash's Model of bargaining Problem
W" "- get the solution based on the Nash's Model of bargaining Problem as follows.

*,=Tffl Tl(v'rtt-x,): s.t. ,,<u'1,1 |

In this formula, the solutions are defined the morimum of the product the diflerence of
v'(f and solutionx,. Table2 shows the solution in each method when .Fl (the share weight) has

a priority to E, (the possible investment cost) and on this table we add the shapley value used in

theGame'stheorycalculatedasfollows. xi=Z<rvr(s)[r'(s)-r'(s-f] r1s; ={(s-r)!r(z-s)!'

The conditions are as follows . E, = 80,E2 = 60,E t - 30,F, = 11'04 = 11'0'F, = 88'0,4 = 0'6

L.r.4 = 110.0,v(1,2) = 84.0 v(1,3) = 100.8 v(2'3) = 88'8 v(N) = 110'0

The Figure3 shows the solution oftable2.

Table 2. The solution in each method

The Methods of the solutions .rt h x)

Shapley Value 39. 8 23.9 46. 3

The F. A. C. A. method 44.9 35. 1 30..0

(A)U. C. R. S Method 33. 8 27.1 49. 1

6)ttre N-ctas 35. 3 34. 6 40. I
(C)The Nash bargaining problem 40.7 20.7 48. 6

ltp irdividgl raticrtrity

-u-.(r,,4)
80 60 88
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e l{eight)

Flgure 3. The solution in each method

2.4The consideration of solutions
From the Table 2 and the Figure 3, we can conclude as follows. In the case of Figure 3, when
the set surrounded by theE,is compact and the diflerence of.Erand{is accurate, M.C.RS.,

Nash's model, and Nucleus situate near the4 (the share weight). It means that the order of the

solutions of these methods are influenced by 4 .But we can not conclude this characteristics in

each model are general, because these characteristics will change in proportion

toE,and.(.From the comparison of the solution by F.AC.A and the Shapley valug

F.AC.A :Shapley value = (44.9,35.110.0 ) : (39.823.9,46.3), we can understand the characteristics

of the solutions. At the Figure3, only F.A.C.A. has a direct connection between x, and 4 . And

FrDoMp.2lxjis formed, that means xrdominated by4,tkough the cooperatef,2](the extemal

conrolling). If .rrassert to reduce fromEr,the committee(rr) criticizex, to hold-out gains.

And x, situated on the line ofE, is defined as follows.

x,:lr,,r,Er)i x,+r,=F-ErI (The extemal stabiliry) In this formul4 if we can set

ri =c (c( E,:, i=1,2) we can define the unique solution. At the F.A.C.A., this difficult

problem is solved as to divide the differences ofr,and4 in proportion to the ratio of the

remaining saving. The solves of ( x, and x, ) based on the E, , there is a cooperative characteristic,

so the distribution solved by the F.A.C.A. has intemal stability.

3.THF', POSTTTVE STI'DY ON THE SECOND WAKATO BRTDGE

3.1 The outline of theProject
In December 1988, Kitakyushu city made a "Vision of Renaissance" that aimed at the city-

image as "Intemational technology city targeted the Asian counrieJ' and this vision indicate the

direction of the infrastructure for the 2l century. ln this chapter, we picked up "The Second

Jgurnal of lhe Eastcrl Asia Strciely lirr Tiarsportation Strrdics, Vrl.3, No.4, Scptcmber, 1999
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Wakato Connecting Bridge" that connect the Hibiki new development arql aim at the 2005. We

already calculated the benefit and try to solve the allocation problem using the crrrent data as

follows. a) Make the traffic estimation model. b) Estimate the index of land-function .c)

Calculate the benefit changing the traffic caused by the connecting bridge. d) Organize the

evaluate committee .e) Define the distribution of each section And we examine the property of
the solution based on the F.AC.A The status of the project are shown in Figure 4.

7I'J

N.' Kll.lrurhr Alrporr

\ / -*,***ii"
:r;"'i1:;"IJ::: 

:' -'- -.

f-A n--I
l-.-. r-r.r. v.- e-r I

l-,,.....,..,.-.,.1' .1....ro-t...u,r-.{--,ry1

Figure 4. The situation of the project

3.2 Theestimation of the share weight using the A.EP. model

At the F.A.C.A, the share weight vector using the AH.P. method at the committee has same

weight asE, (thepossible investment cost). And the AH.P. method is rlseful in evaluation ofthe

emergency or the utility that is difficult to measure the benefit caused by the project, lut thg

veaoi (by A.H.P.) wai affeaed by the social condition at the time of the inquiries. Figure 5

shows the flow-chart of the survey from the organization of the evaluated committee. The

committee was organized at the December in 1995, it was consisted of l0 members,

Administrative members (3), the consultants (a), the real-estate judge (2), etc. and made the

inquiries 3 times from June-in 1996 to February in 1998. Figure 6 shows the hierarchy of the

inquiry survey. We can understand from Figure6 as follows, in this case we picked'q tl'" :
factor-(ex. the emergency, the necessity, theiconomy, the finance, and the utilit, that defined

the priority of ttre attocation. And selict the 4 sections (The Central Government, The Local

Govemment, The Hibikinada Development Corporation, and The highway public corporation)

Journal ol the Easlern Asia Society tbr Tiansporlation Studies, Vol.3, No.4, September, 1999
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The Allocation Model

Organize the Committee
(l 99s.12

Theevaluation (l)
(1 996.61

The evaluation ( II
(1997.(

The evaluation (m)
( 1998.2)

The Cost Allocation

Game Thoretic Analysis

F.AC.AModel

Ado. (3),Consul. (4)
The R. E. judee ( 2 )

Ners Paper

Rcport

The Explanation of
The Allocation Model

The outline Project

Thc Explanation of
The Distribution

The detail of Project

Figure 5. The flow -chart of the survey

Figure 6. The hierarchy of the inquiry survey
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3.3 The consideration of the factor and the share weight Yector

Figure 7 shows the resrlt of the change of the faaor (the emergency, the necessity, tie economy,

thi financg and the utiliry) calculated by the inquiries at three times. We can understand in

FigureT as follows. The most changeable factor is "the emergency" (18.5%-20.4yo'

12.0%) ,secondary changeable factor is "the finance"(17.4o/o-12.5o/q'20.3yo), the other three

factor show stable score(the a\/erage ofthe change of the evaluated factor:3.8%).Nexq we study

the social condition for to examine the variant existed in the outcome of the inquiries. At the

first inquiry (1996.6), the Cabinet authorized '"The 9th National Port Consruction Planningl'.

From this i"po4 *" recogrrized the stren$hen of the intemational competition, the necessity of
the trade network qystenL and the rise the reliability. At the second inquiries(1997.6), the news

that the Kobe International Port and the other ports in Japan are in drop down at the competitio4

so the necessity and emergency get the high evaluation. At the third inquiry (1998.2), there are

financial readjustment of ihe Central Government and the falling down of the operation of the

public coopeiation. So the Economic and the Finance factor get the high score. On the other
't 

una tfr" GtM2l.4Yo-17 .3o/o-41.t/") ga a $able score through the inquiries.

c
o
o)
o
IJ
oI
F
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0.150

0.100

0.050

0.000

E1st. (1995.6) tr2nd. (199'7.6)

B 3rd. (1998.2)

Figure 7. The evaluation of the factor

Figure 8 shows the weight vector in each section. We can understand the differences of the

*Jigfrt vector are small 6r the Local Governm ent(29.lYo-32.3Y),the Cengal govemment(24'7o/o

-z't.rZ4,ttre High way public corporalionQ0.4%o-21.5Y),The lfibikinada Development

corporation(I8 .l%-25.y\.This is a reason that the section's evaluations based on the each

factor are generally .qrui in each inquiry. The Hibikinada Development colporation(Zl't%'

25.9%-LB.l%) that expected the development benefit has most difference evaluation in the

sections. The other tkee sections get the low score at the second inquiries than that of the first

inqury, but at the third they get th; high evaluation than that of the fust. At the second inqury,

the Ctnneaing Bridge fnuJttigut" Uuaget are recogrrized by the YPu'y of Transport' the

committee ."*gnir.d tt e devei"opment fenefit as realistic. At the thild inqury, according to the

reduction of the land value, ani the falling down of the operation reduce the l{bikinada

Development corporation's score. Tkough the all inquiries, The Local Government get a high

evaluation. It wai reflected the decentraltation. And the Highway Public Corporation get the

stable value, this is a reason that the member of the committee can understand the benefit caused

by the increase ofthe tall fee easily.

Emerg. Neces. Econo. Finan. Utilit.

The Factor
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Figure 8. The change of the weight vector in each section

3.4 The Calculation for the Actual Model
In this sectioq we calculate the allocation correspond the change of the share weight. The
condition and the result of the calculation are shown in Table 3. Now we assume that the
Public(The Central and the Local Govemment) possible investigation cost can calculate as
follows. (The total cost-The possible investment cost of The Highway Public Corporation)
From the Table-3, we can understand as follows. The disuibution of the Shapley value is
502.6(the ratio of the total cost is 71.80/) and the case of the Nucleus is 511.2(73.8Y). In the
case ofthe F.AC.A the distribution change from 409.6 b a*.5(64.6%). The distribution of the
Hibiki Development Corporation is 128.9(18.4%o) in the Shapley value, 137.5(19.6%o)in the
Nucleus, 143.7(20.5y0- 171.5Q6.5%) in the F.A.c.a on the other hand, the Highway public
corporation is 68.5(9.8%) by the Shapley value,51.3(7.3%)by the Nucleus, but equal in the
F.AC.A. This is the reason that the share weightslit,l calculated from the weight vectors are

over the possible investment cost, so the distribution is defined to the (Er ) .

The share weights that evaluated by the committee is over the possible investment cost are
shown in Figure 9, this is the same case picked up the2.3. At the second inquiry, the solve leave
from the nucleus and the Shapley value. After then at the third inquiry, the solve approach to the
nucleus and the Shapley value than that ofthe first. Through the all inquiries, the evaluations of
the committee indicate for the High way public corporation(xr) over the possible investigation.
But if the distribution for the High way public corporation(xr) over theE,, it means that the

solve is out of the individuality, so the High way public corporation will assert to reduce the
distribution to (.Ej ) . So, we can understand the properry of the distribution on the E, line based

on the F.AC.A. model.

o
o
o

!
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o
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The design condition Et=5972 Ez=223.5 Et=L02.8

Fr=422.8 Fz=126.7 4 =150.5

v(12) = 700 v(1i3) = 700 v(23) =326:

Player Public x, Third sectorx, Highray corp. x3

F. A. C. A. lst 425.7 171. 5 102.8

F.A.C.A.2nd 409.6 187.6 102.8

F.A.C.A.3rd 453. 5 143.7 102. 8

Shapley value 502.6 128. 9 68. 5

Nucleus 51t.2 137. 5 51. 3

S. C. R. B. method 495. 8 139.9 64. 3

Figure 9' The result of the positive study

4.THE GAME-TMORETIC ANALYSIS ON TEE F.A.C.A. MODEL

4.1 The study of the characteristics of the EA.C.A. model

Atthe2.2*" find the solution of the F.A.C.A.model can define in tkee cases(casel-case3). In

this sectioq we study the stability on the point of the Game-theoretic analysis. At fust, we

calculate the pay-off table in each case. And we examine the stability of the solution on the

point of the Nash's equilibrium or not. The result of the stability are shown in the table-4.In this

iable (1,1) field meani that each section attend the project. And the (0,0) field means any section

don't attend the project. From table4 we can understand as follows. On the F.A.C.A. model, the

(l,l) field get to the Nash's equilibriunl so we can understand the solution is stable. On the

A Study of Game Theoretic Analysis of Formed Agreement Cost Allocation Model

Table 3 The condition and the result of the calculation

or
lt

o(J

Fo
F
o
tr

4 =102.8

4= 5e7.2

fr ,4,4 rncars the Shue weight' 3

X r, X r, X, aeans the disribution'

,"lue. X3

The Corc X2
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other hand at the casel and case2 the (0,0) field does not get to the Nash's equilibriurq so the

solutions of (0,0) at the casel and case2 are instabiliry The (Q0) field means that the both

sections do not want to ttend the project. On the Shapley value both field of the solutions are

instability, next on tle Nuclans (1,1) field is stable and the (0,0) is instability. So we can

conclude that these F.AC.A model is suite to the proceeding the project.

Table 4.The stability of F.A.C.A. model,Nucleus and Shapley value

(1, 1) (0, o)

Casel.(, <4$;=1Y; o X

Case2F, >4 (t=3) o X

Case3{ >E, (i=2,3)

Shapley value X X

Nucleus (J X

E f O means the Mshs equitibrir:n. I
L x ao not mean Nastls equili. )

The expectation of the playerl(public sector) and player? (private sector) can calculate as

follows.

E,(P,q)=Duz Z1.zP(lP,(P,,qt) (2)

Er(P,q)=Zt z ZrzPfllBz(Pt,tl) (3)

The Nash's equilibrium can calculate as follows.

Er(p',Q')=r.arElp,q' ) (+)

Er(p' ,q') =m r'Er(P' ,q) (s)

TheNash's equilibrium ofthe mixed stratery can calculate as follows.

aEJp,tD _o (6)
Ap

aEr(p,tD _o (7)
dq

4.2 The Analysis of the expectation on the EA.C.A. model
Figurel0 shows the hierarchy of the co-operation at the Connecting Bridge Project in
Kitalqyushu-City in Japan. In Figure-I0 Emeans the profit and l/means the cost, suffix I
means co-operative and suffix 2 means non-cooperative. The pay-off in the Connecting Bridge

Project shows in table5. Aboretpftrnula we can conclude as follows(p, ,ltr')=(0,0),(1,1), and

the equilibrium of the mixed stratery on the F.AC.A model is(p,',{r')=(0.82'0.42)and the

equilibrium on the Shapley value is (pr' ,qt') = (0.73,0.52) . The result of these equilibrium are

shown in Figurel l.
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PubIic
Attend p, Absebt p,

Private sector

Absent g, s ent 8,

Att dq, Att
(Ei -t/;,0)

(0,0)

(Ei-Y;,E:-v:) (0,8" -v:)

FigUrel0.The hierarchy of the co-operation at the Connecting Bridge Project

E(pi'qi) = G,t)

j Er=0

= (0.82,0.42)

pt

,q; ) = (o,o) o. ?3 0.82 1.0

F. A. C. A- llodel
ShaP I eYVal ue

Figurell.The Equilibrium Process of The F-A.C.A model

Table5. The pay-off at the Connecting Bridge Project

Public sector ( Central

and Local goverrunent )

Private (The third Party

and the highway corPoration)

Attend q, Absent qr*,

Attend pr 143. 7, 79. 8

(94. 6, 128.9)

-102.8,0

(-102. 8, o)

Absent pi+r 0, -373.7

(0, -373. 7)

0,0

(o, o)

pimeans provability of the public sector. q/ means the provability of the private sector.

The above figure means F. A. C. A model and the below figure means Shapley value.

dq,
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Hideki FUJIMURA, Shoshi MIZOKAMI and Ryuji KAKIMOTO

5.SUMMIIRY

In this study, we can conclude as follows.
(1) F.AC.A model has special function to the common allocation methods, that can evaluate

not only the economy but also the emergency, the necessity, the trtiliry ud the finance.

(2) The disribution based on the F.AC.A model always point the set surrounded the individual

rationaliry and can get the solution if the core exist or not.

(3) The evaluation ofthe factor changed according to the social condition, but the share weight

vector was stabled throlJgh the inquiry.
(a) The Nucleus based on the Game's theory can calculate under the condition of tle core, so

there are much diffrcult for to use reality. And we can understand the solution based on the

Shapley value does not have stabiliry
(5) The solution based on the F.AC.A model points the set surrounding the individual

rationarity and it has a stability as Nash's equilibrium. So the F.AC.A model has a special

utility under the condition that one player is anxious to proceed the Project.
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